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Abstract

This paper extends the technique suggested by den Haan (2000) to investi-
gate contemporaneous as well as lead and lag correlations among economic data
for a range of forecast horizons. The technique provides a richer picture of the
economic dynamics generating the data and allows one to investigate which vari-
ables lead or lag others and whether the lead or lag pattern is short term or long
term in nature. The technique is applied to monthly sectoral level employment
data for the U.S. and shows that among the ten industrial sectors followed by
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, six tend to lead the other four. These six
have high correlations indicating that the structural shocks generating the data
movements are mostly in common. Among the four lagging industries, some lag
by longer intervals than others and some have low correlations with the leading
industries indicating that these industries are partially influenced by structural
shocks beyond those generating the six leading industries.
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1 Introduction

Modern studies of the business cycle tend to focus on aggregated structures for the

economy. Typically statistical analysis uses aggregated data of economic perfor-

mance and models are built to capture the cyclical performance of these aggregate

variables.1 However, it is well known, at least at an anecdotal level, that the sectoral

performance over the business cycle differs between sectors.2 Some recent papers, such

as Long and Plosser (1987), Clark (1998), Christiano and Fitzgerald (1998), Horn-

stein (2000), have begun to address sectoral performance, but so far measurements

for comovement among the economic sectors are relatively sparse and somewhat lim-

ited. Part of the reason for the sparse measurement is no doubt due to the scarcity

of data at the sectoral level. But another likely culprit is that the techniques for

measuring comovement also need to be developed. This paper contributes to our

understanding of sectoral comovement in two important ways. The first contribution

is methodological, and shows a way to measure comovement in an intuitive and useful

format. The second contribution is to apply this technique to sectoral employment

data for the U.S. economy and assess the degree of comovement among these sectors.

The methodological contribution extends a technique developed in den Haan

(2000) for measuring contemporaneous comovement. In den Haan (2000) a new

methodology, using forecast errors from unrestricted VARs, was developed for as-

sessing the comovement of economic variables. The focus in den Haan (2000) was

on contemporaneous comovements of the economic variables. Here we show how to

extend this technique to look at, not only the contemporaneous comovements, but

also lead and lag comovements. Such lead and lag analysis is familiar to readers

of the Real Business Cycle literature where it is routinely presented for describing

stylized facts of aggregate data.3 We also suggest an attractive way for displaying

1These modern macroeconomic models owe much of their existence to the seminal work on Real
Business Cycles by Kydland and Prescott (1982). Such models typically require simplicity somewhere
in their formulation in order to remain manageable in dynamic settings and aggregation is the most
popular approach to achieving manageability.

2The idea of differences in sectoral behavior has been around since work by Pigou (1929).
3See, for example, Prescott (1986) and Cooley and Prescott (1995).
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these comovements which allows one to understand in an intuitive way whether the

comovements in the data are short term or long term in nature. This provides a

more complete description of the data over the business cycle and will be useful as

economists start extending dynamic models to include sectoral disaggregation.

We show employment in six industries, including Manufacturing, Construction,

Leisure & Hospitality, Trade, Transportation & Utilities, Financial Activities, and

Professional & Business Services, move together and do not appear to lead each other

over the business cycle.4 The correlations among this group are high indicating that

they share common structural shocks. This group also appears to lead the other four

industries, including Information Services, Natural Resources & Mining, Education

& Health Services and Government, but lead patterns are not homogenous. All six

industries clearly lead Information Services with leads of about six months. These

six industries also have high correlation values with Information Services indicating

that they mostly share the same structural shocks with each other. In addition,

these six industries lead Natural Resources & Mining and Government at even longer

leads of up to two years but the correlations are somewhat lower. These lower

correlations indicate that other structural shocks are driving Natural Resources &

Mining and Government beyond the structural shocks driving the group of six leading

industries. Finally, three industries, including Construction, Leisure & Hospitality,

Trade, Transportation & Utilities, lead Education & Health Services at up to two

years. The correlations are also low in this case, suggesting that other structural

shocks are driving Education & Health Services beyond those driving the group of

six leading industries.

The paper has been organized as follows. In section 2, we begin by assessing the

business cycle performance of the sectoral labor markets using two popular methods.

4The data used in this paper came from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and was obtained
from the FRED data base maintained by the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank. The paper refers
to the various sectors by using the names given by the Bureau of Labor Statistics to each sector
with the exception of referring to Total Manufacturing as simply Manufacturing. We also use the
ampersand, &, when it is part of the name given to a sector by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In
order to be clear when we are referring to a particular industrial sector, the paper uses a convention
of capitalizing the name of the sector.
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The first is to simply plot the data over time with business cycle turning points

designated by the NBER marked and the second is to use the Hodrick-Prescott fil-

ter to isolate the cyclical component of the data and then to use these filtered data

to measure intertemporal cross correlations using methods popularized in the Real

Business Cycle literature.5 Section 3 begins by describing our improved methodology

for investigating lead, lag and contemporaneous comovements of variables over the

business cycle based on den Haan’s (2000) forecast error approach. This technique

is then applied to the sectoral labor market data. In Section 4 we investigate the

robustness of the results by considering a few alternative applications of the proce-

dures described in Section 3. Section 5 then summarizes our empirical results and

offers suggestions on how to make use of these results.

2 Traditional approaches to investigating business cycle
comovements

In this section we evaluate the lead, lag and comovements of data using a few popular

techniques commonly applied in the macroeconomics literature. The purpose of

this data assessment using existing techniques is not to advocate these particular

techniques. Instead, it is simply to show what these techniques tell us about business

cycle movements, so that they can later be contrasted with the results from our

methodology.

For our analysis we use payroll employment data at the sectoral level from Jan-

uary 1969 to May 2008 which is tabulated by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The sectoral employment data was chosen because employment is one of the more

commonly recognized measures of economic performance and because it is collected

at a monthly frequency, which makes it better suited for assessing leading and lagging

sectors over the course of the cycle.6 To evaluate the cyclical properties of the data,

5A related approach is used in Christiano and Fitzgerald (1998) who detrend using the band pass
filter described in Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003).

6Another popular measure of economic performance is output, but unfortunately there is no source
that is useful for our purposes. Although aggregate GDP is computed at a quarterly frequency by
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we first isolated the business cycle component from the time series by applying the

filter described in Hodrick and Prescott (1997). This filter is widely used in the

business cycle literature and is designed to extract frequencies between 2 and 8 years

from the raw data.7

Figure 1 plots the industry level data series along with various business cycle

turning points which have been designated by the NBER. The figure contains four

diagrams which plot only a subset of industries at a time in order to provide good

resolution for the individual industries. The figure illustrates a number of important

stylized facts on payroll employment fluctuations. First, observe that the level of em-

ployment associated with the goods producing sectors, Manufacturing, Construction

and Natural Resources & Mining, which is plotted in Figure 1.A, fluctuates much

more than the service providing sectoral employment displayed in the rest of the fig-

ures. Second, Figure 1.A. shows that, Manufacturing and Construction employment

move together with Construction displaying larger fluctuations than Manufacturing

employment, while Natural Resources & Mining employment follows a quite different

pattern. Third, Figures 1.B and 1.C. show that fluctuations in the service providing

sectors are procyclical while the Government sector is less procyclical. Figure 1.D

plots Information Services by itself and shows an unusual data point in August of

1983. Aside from this one observation, the rest of the series has similar business cycle

patterns as the other series.8 Finally, the troughs for the business cycle employment

the U.S. Commerce Department, sectoral output is only computed at an annual frequency. Alter-
native series on industrial production are computed at a monthly frequency by the Federal Reserve
Bank. Unfortunately, this data tends to emphasize Manufacturing, Business Equipment, Mining
and Electric & Gas Utilities and leaves out many other important service industries. This missing
service sector component is particularly important in part, because the service sectors have grown to
such a large percentage of GDP, but also because our results below show that some of these service
sectors are part of the group of sectors which lag the rest of the economy. Given these constraints,
we regard the employment data as more suitable. Later in section 4, we present some results using
the manufacturing production data.

7This analysis was also carried out using the band pass filter advocated by Christiano and Fritzger-
ald (2003) with largely the same results. These results can be obtained from the author´s upon
request.

8This unusual data point in August 1983 is likely a miscode, but it could be because of employment
changes arising from the break up of AT&T. However, regardless of its origin, since this is the way
the data is reported, we did not want to change it. In all of the results reported below we used the
data exactly as reported. As a check, we also ran the calculations using a value of 2213, which was
the average of the series one month before and one month after that date, and found qualitatively
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in all sectors lag behind the end of the recession periods as dated by the NBER.

the same results.
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Figure 1: Sectoral Employment Fluctuations
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Figure 1 (continued): Sectoral Employment Fluctuations
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Another way to assess comovements among the various sectors is presented in

Table 1 which shows the contemporaneous cross-correlations between sectors using

the Hodrick-Prescott filtered data. Table 1 shows that Manufacturing, Construc-

tion, Trade, Transportation & Utilities, Professional & Business Services and Leisure

& Hospitality are highly correlated with each other yielding correlations with each

other of 0.70 or higher. Information Services and Education & Health Services are

more modestly correlated with the other sectors with correlations around 0.5 or lower

while Natural Resources & Mining and Government are the least correlated with cor-

relations often near zero and sometimes negative. On the other hand, Financial

Activities has somewhat mixed correlations. It is moderately correlated with Con-

struction, with a correlation of 0.61, and mildly correlated with other sectors, with

correlations ranging from 0.08 to 0.41.

Table 1. Contemporaneous cross-correlations between sectors
Filtered monthly U.S. data 1969:1-2008:5

Variable M C NRM TTU IS FA PBS EHS LH G
M 1.0
C 0.79 1.0

NRM 0.26 0.18 1.0
TTU 0.86 0.82 0.28 1.0
IS 0.57 0.46 0.27 0.58 1.0
FA 0.41 0.61 0.08 0.39 0.19 1.0
PBS 0.75 0.72 0.26 0.85 0.50 0.42 1.0
EHS 0.50 0.38 0.30 0.52 0.24 0.28 0.26 1.0
LH 0.73 0.70 0.17 0.80 0.50 0.32 0.73 0.26 1.0
G -0.09 0.12 -0.01 0.14 0.00 0.13 0.12 0.20 0.13 1.0

Abbreviations: NRM - Natural Resources & Mining; C - Construction;
M - Manufacturing; TTU- Trade, Transportation & Utilities; IS-Information
Services; FA- Financial Activities; PBS -Professional & Business Services;
EHS -Education & Health Services; LH - Leisure & Hospitality; G- Government

So far this analysis only shows how the sectors tend to comove, but does not

offer anything informative about which sectors may lead or lag others. A more

informative assessment of this type of correlation is presented in Table 2 which uses

a format popularized by Prescott (1986) for assessing business cycle comovements.

8



To use the Prescott presentation, a base series needs to be chosen which is used to

compare against the other series. We choose Manufacturing employment as our base

series in part because our results described below show it to be one of the leading

sectors of the economy and thus it provides a useful benchmark for discussion.9

Column 1 of Table 2 confirms quantitatively some of the conclusions drawn from

Figure 1. In particular, it shows that Manufacturing, Construction, Natural Re-

sources & Mining and Information Services have the highest levels of variation. On

the other hand, Trade, Transportation & Utilities, Financial Activities, Professional

& Business Services and Leisure & Hospitality are more modestly variable while Ed-

ucation & Health Services and Government have relatively low variation. Column

2 normalizes the standard deviations by dividing by the standard deviation for the

Manufacturing sector and shows a similar situation for the relative variation across

the sectors.

Following Prescott (1986), the other columns show the correlations of Manufac-

turing with leads and lags of the other sectors. One way to read the table is to

look across a single row. The first such correlation (column 3) shows the correlation

of the series with a six period lead relative to Manufacturing while the next three

columns show the correlation of the series with a four, two and then one period lead

relative to Manufacturing, respectively. After that, the contemporaneous correlation

is presented and then correlations of the series at one, two, four and then six period

lags relative to Manufacturing are presented.

In the table, the highest correlation in any given row is highlighted by writing

the correlation in bold.10 This highest correlation is useful for assessing the relative

lead/lag situation for Manufacturing. So for instance, the high contemporaneous

correlation of Manufacturing with Construction, Professional & Business Services

and Leisure & Hospitality suggests that these four sectors tend to move together and

9Prescott (1986) choose GDP as the base series.
10Some of the highest correlations appear to be equal to others with the two decimal place accuracy

given in the table, but are higher if additional decimal places are considered. The additional decimal
places are not reported to keep the table’s width narrow enough to fit on a page.

9



are leading the rest of the economy. Next, the high correlation of Manufacturing at

a one period lead with Trade, Transportation & Utilities, Information Services and

Financial Activities suggests that Manufacturing leads these sectors by one month.

Education & Health Services come next with highest correlations at two period leads.

Finally, Natural Resources & Mining and Government show relatively longer lags

relative to Manufacturing at four and six months, respectively.11

Table 2. Cross-correlation coefficients with Manufacturing
Variable σz σz/σ ρz+6 ρz+4 ρz+2 ρz+1 ρz ρz−1 ρz−2 ρz−4 ρz−6
M 1.62 1.00 0.55 0.76 0.92 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.92 0.76 0.55
C 2.19 1.35 0.51 0.66 0.75 0.78 0.79 0.78 0.75 0.65 0.51

NRM 3.08 1.90 0.38 0.38 0.34 0.31 0.26 0.20 0.14 0.00 -0.13
TTU 0.70 0.43 0.62 0.76 0.85 0.87 0.86 0.83 0.76 0.62 0.42
IS 1.83 1.13 0.46 0.54 0.58 0.58 0.57 0.53 0.48 0.36 0.22
FA 0.57 0.35 0.32 0.37 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.39 0.37 0.30 0.21
PBS 0.82 0.50 0.50 0.63 0.73 0.75 0.76 0.74 0.70 0.58 0.42
EHS 0.42 0.26 0.45 0.51 0.53 0.52 0.50 0.46 0.42 0.29 0.14
LH 0.65 0.40 0.43 0.57 0.67 0.71 0.73 0.72 0.69 0.58 0.44
G 0.44 0.27 0.12 0.04 -0.03 -0.06 -0.09 -0.11 -0.11 -0.08 -0.03

Notes: σz denotes the standard deviation of variable z, σz/σ denotes the
relative standard deviation of z with respect to Manufacturing. ρz±j is the
cross-correlation of the j- lead/lag with current Manufacturing. Bold
characters highlight the highest cross-correlation coefficients.

3 Forecast error comovements over the business cycle

In this section we investigate the data comovements by extending methods developed

by den Haan (2000). This section has been broken into four subsections. In the first

subsection we describe our extension of the den Haan method and spell out how we

use this extension to investigate leading and lagging properties of the employment

data over the business cycle. The next two subsections then apply this methodology

11Since Manufacturing, Construction, Leisure & Hospitality Services, and Professional & Business
Services are highly contemporaneously correlated we concluded that they lead the other sectors. As
a robustness check of this conclusion, it is possible to recompute the table with either of these sectors
as the benchmark sector. Such a computation yields results that are analogous to the ones presented
here for Manufacturing and in the interest of space are not presented.
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to the employment data and conclusions are reached about which industrial sectors

seem to lead and which seem to lag others over the course of the business cycle.

In the first of these subsections, the focus is on the correlations of Manufacturing

with the other industries. There a rather complete picture is provided. In the

following subsection, a less complete picture is provided of the correlations of the

other industries with each other. This less complete picture is intended to highlight

the key results, without taking up too much space. Finally, the last subsection

summarizes our findings and compares them to the findings using the traditional

approach in Section 2.

3.1 Measuring comovement

In den Haan (2000) a new methodology for assessing the comovement of economic

variables was developed.12 The method makes use of forecast errors for assessing

comovement and is attractive for several reasons. First, the method does not require

any modelling assumptions, such as VAR ordering or structural assumptions on the

error terms, to be applied. Second, it does not require that the data be detrended

or that the variables in the model have identical orders of integration.13

Another salient feature of the den Haan (2000) approach is the interpretation for

the sources of fluctuations. As in typical VAR methods, the fluctuations in both the

data and thus in the forecast errors originate from some underlying structural shocks

which could be associated with the various variables in the model. However, the

method does not need to identify exactly which structural shocks play a role in any

particular equation and can be left unspecified.14 One simply envisions that all of the

structural shocks play some role in each of the model variables and the comovements

in the observed data are shaped by the importance of these structural shocks in the

12 In addition to den Haan (2000), other applications of this approach include den Haan and Sumner
(2004) and María-Dolores and Vázquez (2008).
13Avoiding detrending of the data is useful because den Haan (2000, p. 5) argues that the negative

correlation between output and prices often found in the data could be an artifact of common
detrending procedures used to make the data stationary.
14 Indeed, an important difference between the approach here and the one in Clark (1998) is that

Clark uses methods to identify the sectoral and regional structural shocks.
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variables for which comovements are being investigated, but sorting out which of the

structural shocks are important is not necessary.15

The focus in den Haan (2000) was on contemporaneous comovements of the eco-

nomic variables, but for our investigation, we are interested in more than just that.

Here we extend this methodology to look at not only the contemporaneous comove-

ments, but also lead and lag comovements. Such lead and lag analysis is familiar to

readers of the Real Business Cycle literature and was reviewed for our application in

Section 2. As shown below, the lead and lag analysis of the forecast errors provides

a broader format for describing the data comovements than the approach in Section

2 and leads to a more complete description of the nature of these comovements.

We begin by running a VAR of the form

Xt = μ+Bt+ Ct2 +
LX
l=1

AlXt−l + εt (1)

where Al is an N × N matrix of regression coefficients, μ, B, and C are N -vectors

of constants, εt is an N -vector of innovations, and the total number of lags included

is equal to L. The εt are assumed to be serially uncorrelated, but the components of

the vector can be correlated with each other. For our application, N = 10, because

there are ten sectors for which there is monthly employment data. Also, following

popular forecasting practice, we let L = 12, so there is one full year worth of lags in

the VAR.

From this VAR, forecast errors can be computed for alternative forecast horizons.

A particular N -vector of forecast errors can then be viewed as the cyclical component

of Xt determined by a particular forecast horizon K. Thus, the forecast errors as-

sociated with short-term horizons would tend to capture more of the high-frequency

components of the data whereas long-term forecast errors would tend to emphasize

relatively more low-frequency components. Each of these forecast errors, or cyclical

components, obtained from the different equations at various forecast horizons can
15One limitation of this approach is that it does not provide standard impulse response functions

which show the responses of each endogenous variable to alternative structural shocks. However,
den Haan (2000) views this as a positive feature as he notes that such standard impulse response
analysis requires an identification structure which is often the subject of some dispute.
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then be used to compute contemporaneous correlations for the forecast errors from

the different equations at various forecast horizons as in den Haan (2000).

In our analysis, we extend this approach by further using these forecast errors to

compute cross correlations at various leads and lags, as in the Real Business Cycle

style of analysis used in Section 2, to determine which variables lead and lag the cycle.

These calculations provide a more complete dynamic perspective of comovement than

the alternative approaches suggested by the Real Business Cycle literature and den

Haan (2000) by not only showing useful information about how the data comove

both contemporaneously as well as at leads and lags, but also by showing how data

comove at alternative forecast horizons. These alternative forecast horizons thus tell

us if the lead and lag patterns are arising due to more short term or more long term

components of the data. In the next subsection we show how this system of lead and

lag correlations between forecast errors can be plotted against the forecast horizon

to conveniently assess the business cycle properties of the data.

3.2 Correlations of Manufacturing with all other industries

In order to organize the results in a coherent form, this subsection provides an ex-

tensive set of diagrams illustrating the correlations of the various industries with

Manufacturing. This set of diagrams is rather exhaustive and is provided for this

one situation to illustrate the extent of the analysis that can be carried out using this

empirical methodology. In the next subsection, a less exhaustive set of diagrams is

presented for the correlations of the other industries with each other. In that pre-

sentation, diagrams which show somewhat different correlations are presented, while

those that are similar to the ones from the manufacturing analysis are omitted and

simply noted to have similar features.16

Figure 2 presents a set of six diagrams for the forecast error correlations between

Manufacturing and Information Services.17 One common element in all the diagrams

16A complete set of diagrams can be obtained from the authors upon request.
17The length of forecast error series used to compute the lead-lag correlations in this and the

remaining figures of the paper is 318.
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is the contemporaneous correlation which is plotted at various forecast horizons in

each diagram by a dashed line.18 Each of the six diagrams then has a lead-lag pair

in which a contemporaneous forecast error for Manufacturing is matched with a lead

(thick solid line) or a lag (thin solid line) forecast error for Information Services. The

upper left diagram has a lead-lag pair in which the correlations are for Information

Services 24 months, or two years, ahead or behind Manufacturing, while the upper

right diagram has a lead-lag pair corresponding to 18 months, the middle left diagram

has a lead-lag pair corresponding to 12 months, the middle right has a lead-lag pair

corresponding to 6 months, the lower left has a lead-lag pair corresponding to 3

months and the lower right has a lead-lag pair corresponding to 1 month. A useful

comparison of these diagrams can be made with Table 2 above by noting that if one

focuses on the lead lines and one moves upward through the diagrams (i.e. one moves

through the diagrams with progressively longer leads), it is the same type of exercise

as moving to the left of the contemporaneous column in Table 2, while if one focuses

on the lag lines and one moves upward through the diagrams (i.e. moves through the

diagrams with progressively longer lags), it is the same type of exercise as moving to

the right of the contemporaneous column in Table 2.

Interpreting the diagrams borrows insights from both the Real Business Cycle ap-

proach and the den Haan (2000) approach. As in the Real Business Cycle approach,

in places where the lead correlation is higher than the contemporaneous correlation,

one would interpret Manufacturing as leading Information Services. Furthermore,

as in den Haan (2000), the horizontal axis represents the forecast horizon and pro-

vides information about whether the correlation occurs in the short run or long run.

Situations in which the lead line exceeds the contemporaneous line toward the right

edge of the diagram would indicate that Manufacturing leads Information Services

at longer forecast horizons. Because the Hodrick and Prescott filter is often set to

isolate so called business cycle frequencies between 2 and 8 years, our diagrams have

as their highest forecast horizon 96 months (i.e. 8 years). We use forecast horizons

18This contemporaneous correlation plot is the one used by den Haan (2000) for his analysis.
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as low as 1 month, so the left side of the diagrams consists of short run correlations.

These short term correlations are typically low because of the high percentage of

noise at short term forecast horizons.19

To be more concrete about the actual results, lets start by walking through the

middle right diagram in Figure 2. The fact that the contemporaneous correlation is

highest at the short-term forecast horizons indicates there is no evidence that Manu-

facturing leads Information Services at a six month lead for these forecast horizons.

The fact that all three correlations are relatively low for the short-term forecast hori-

zons indicates that noise dominates these correlations. As one moves to the right

of the diagram, we see that the six month lead crosses the contemporaneous correla-

tion around a forecast horizon of 40 months. This indicates that for longer forecast

horizons, Manufacturing leads Information Services by about six months. Once one

understands how to interpret this middle right diagram, the others fall into place

relatively easily. To summarize the main points of these diagrams, we see that

Manufacturing leads Information Services at longer forecast horizons for leads up to

about six months, but for shorter horizons Manufacturing no longer leads Information

Services.

19At this point, it is also possible to illustrate one of the methodological differences between
this paper and the important work by Long and Plosser (1987). They also looked at forecast
errors. However, they only looked at one step ahead forecast errors and did not look at lead and
lag correlations. Their comovement statistic is roughly equivalent to the first correlation displayed
on the left edge of the contemporaneous correlation line in our diagram.
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Figure 2: Comovement between Manufacturing and Information
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Figures 3-6 present correlation diagrams between Manufacturing and the other

eight sectors. In order to save space, for these industry combinations, we have

reduced the number of lead-lag combinations from six to three, by eliminating the

24 month, the 18 month and the 1 month diagrams. Figures 3-6, still present six

diagrams each, but now these figures display three diagrams for the comovement of

Manufacturing with two of the sectors with each column of diagrams representing

the three diagrams for a particular sector.

Because the pattern for displaying the results is the same as in Figure 2, inter-

preting the results is fairly straightforward. These diagrams show that a group of

five industries, including Construction, Trade, Transportation & Utilities, Financial

Activities, Professional & Business Services and Leisure & Hospitality tend to move

with Manufacturing and none leads or lags Manufacturing. On the other hand,

Manufacturing does lead Natural Resources & Mining up to one year. The lead

occurs at the longer forecast horizons while there is no lead at the short forecast

horizons where noise dominates the forecast errors. This lead likely occurs because

Manufacturing uses natural resources, so when Manufacturing picks up, demand for

Natural Resources & Mining sector soon follows. Manufacturing also leads Govern-

ment employment not only at one year leads shown here, but also up to two year

leads. Moreover, Manufacturing leads Education & Health Services up to two quar-

ters at long-term forecast horizons. It is also worth noting that the correlations of

Manufacturing employment are somewhat lower with Natural Resources & Mining,

Education & Health Services and Government than they are with other sectors. This

indicates that the structural shocks that move Manufacturing are somewhat different

than those moving these other sectors thus resulting in lower correlations.
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Figure 3: Manufacturing Comovement with Construction and Natural Resources &

Mining
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Figure 4: Manufacturing Comovement with Trade, Transportation & Utilities and

Financial Activities
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Figure 5: Manufacturing Comovement with Professional & Business Services and

Education & Health Services
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Figure 6: Manufacturing Comovement with Leisure & Hospitality and Government
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3.3 Correlations among the other industries

Figures analogous to those in Figures 2-6 were generated with each of the other sectors

substituting for Manufacturing as the reference industry. Here we only summarize

the results and provide a few examples that are noteworthy.20

When Construction was used as the reference industry, most of the plots were

almost identical to those when Manufacturing was the reference. Figure 7 highlights

two differences. The three diagrams to the left plot the correlations with Finan-

cial Activities. As these diagrams show, Construction has a larger correlation value

with Financial Activities at the long-term forecast horizons than Manufacturing does.

This seems reasonable because much of Construction is home construction which typ-

ically require purchasers to take out mortgages. Another difference is highlighted

in the three diagrams to the right in Figure 7 which plot correlations between Con-

struction and Education & Health Services. These diagrams show low correlations as

we saw in Figure 5, but they also show that Construction leads Education & Health

Services more than Manufacturing did. This is perhaps because when new housing

subdivisions are built, new schools and other health and educational facilities also

need to be built.

20 It may be useful to note, that because of the symmetry with regard to the leads and lags, Figures
2-6 also show how the plots would look when other industries are the reference. So for example
Figure 2 shows how the plots would look when Information Services is the reference industry and
correlations with Manufacturing are plotted. The only difference is that the line representing the
lead (lag) correlation in Figure 2 would now represent the lag (lead) correlation when Information
Services is the reference industry.
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Figure 7: Construction Comovement with Financial Activities and Education &

Health Services
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When Leisure & Hospitality and Trade, Transportation & Utilities were used as

the reference industry the plots were almost identical to those when Construction

was the reference industry and were mostly the same as those when Manufacturing

was the reference. The main difference from when Manufacturing was the reference

is that these industries were more highly correlated with Financial Activities and

tended to lead Education & Health Services in the same way that Construction did.

On the other hand, when Professional & Business Services was used as the reference,

the diagrams where more like those for Manufacturing than Construction with lower

correlations with Financial Activities and no leading indications for Education &

Health Services.

3.4 Summary and comparison to traditional approaches

We can summarize our findings as follows. Six industries, including Manufacturing,

Construction, Leisure & Hospitality, Trade, Transportation & Utilities, Financial

Activities, and Professional & Business Services, move together and do not appear

to lead each other over the business cycle, but seem to lead the other four industries

to some extent. All six industries clearly lead Information Services with leads of

about six months with high levels of correlation. In addition, all six industries

lead Natural Resources & Mining and Government at even longer leads of up to

two years, but the correlations are somewhat lower, indicating that other structural

shocks are impacting Natural Resources &Mining and Government too. Finally, three

industries, including Construction, Leisure & Hospitality, Trade, Transportation &

Utilities, lead Education & Health Services at up to two years. Here the correlations

are also low indicating again that other structural shocks are driving Education &

Health Services.

It is also useful to compare the results using this approach with those using the

methods of Section 2. First, it is useful to note there is a lot of similarities between the

two approaches. Both techniques found that Natural Resources & Mining, Education
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&Health Services and Government were lagging sectors and that the correlations with

those sectors were relatively low indicating that the structural shock overlap is small.

However, there are also important differences. For instance, the methods of Section 2

found that Manufacturing, Construction, Leisure & Hospitality seemed to lead Trade,

Transportation & Utilities, Financial Activities and Information Services while our

approach found that only Information Services lagged within this group. Second,

the methods in Section 2 only found leads versus Information Services of 2 months,

while we found the leads were up to six months and for the other three industries

were up to two years. Third, the methods of Section 2 only provide an aggregate

measure of the various business cycle frequency correlations, while our approach

provides a dynamic perspective by reporting leads and lag correlations for alternative

forecast horizons. Thus we saw, for instance, that while Manufacturing tends to lead

Information Services, this lead occurs at longer-term forecast horizons and that there

is no tendency for Manufacturing to lead at short-term forecast horizons (i.e. up to

40-month forecast horizons).

One can also compare the results here to those in Christiano and Fitzgerald

(1998) who had a similarly motivated paper. There are two key differences between

this study and theirs. First, our data is more disaggregated at the service level,

while theirs is more disaggregated at the goods producing level. Second, our analysis

computes lead and lag correlations.21 One advantage of our methodology is that it

is specifically designed to go beyond simple contemporaneous comovement analysis

which their method focused on. Furthermore, the advantage of our data set is that

the disaggregation of the service sector allows for the detection of lags for some of

these sectors which their aggregated service sector data could not detect. We believe

that a careful understanding of the service sector dynamics is particularly important

because this sector has shown a steady increase in its percentage of U.S. GDP.

21Other less consequential differences are that the analysis here uses an approach based on forecast
errors while theirs uses a band pass filter. Moreover, our analysis uses employment data while theirs
uses hours worked.
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4 Robustness and suggestions for application

In this section, we describe a few experiments we conducted in order to investigate

the robustness of the results described in Section 3. These experiments taught us a

few application ideas which we also describe here.

4.1 Variable choice for the forecast VAR

In the forecast VAR used in Section 3, we included all ten sectors for the economy.

This seemed like a natural choice since it brings into the forecast equation all the

information that the data for these ten sectors contain. The first robustness ex-

periment we conducted was to reduce the forecasting VAR down to just a bivariate

system containing the two variables which we wanted to use for calculating comove-

ments. The results for this experiment were largely unchanged. Not only did we

find the same lead and lag structures as in the ten variable VAR, but the shapes

and the magnitudes for the correlation plots were largely the same. We conjecture

that the reason for the similar results is that the number of structural shocks which

are generating the dynamics in the data are few and are largely contained in any of

these bivariate VAR systems. Thus adding the other eight sectors did not add any

new structural shocks and did not improve the forecasting performance. What this

suggests is that simple VARs may be sufficient for applying this procedure.22

A second experiment was to add two nominal variables to the two variables in the

bivariate forecasting system to see if this combination might yield a better forecasting

system. The two variables we added were the inflation rate and the federal funds rate.

One might interpret these additions as including some monetary policy variables into

the forecasting system. This experiment resulted in virtually no difference in the

correlation plots. Again, the shapes and the magnitudes for the correlation plots

were largely the same. We interpret this result as showing that the structural shocks

present in the nominal variables which we introduced had little effect on the two

22Den Haan (2000) also found that bivariate VARs yielded similar results to multivariate VARs in
his contemporaneous forecast error analysis.
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labor employment variables and thus did nothing to improve the forecasts and alter

the correlation plots. Again, this experiment suggests that simple VARs may be

sufficient for applying the procedure.

4.2 Alternative subsamples of the data

Another set of robustness experiments was to investigate how the results might differ

over different subsamples. For this investigation we have two noteworthy results.

The first result centers on the stability of the results in large system VAR forecast

equations. In exploring alternative subsamples, we ran the experiments in Section

3 with the ten variable forecast equation over a number of subsamples and found

some stability issues. So for instance, if we dropped say 50 data points at either

the beginning or the end of the sample period, similar results arose. But, if we

dropped say 100 data points at either the beginning or the end of the sample period,

some differences in the correlation patterns arose. At first we thought this indicated

a robustness problem for this methodology. But, next we conducted the same ex-

periment with both the bivariate VAR systems and the four variable VAR systems

with the nominal components. In these later two forecasting models the results were

robust to the different subsamples. We believe that the lack of robustness for the

ten variable VAR was arising because the large number of parameters in the VAR

system reduced the forecasting performance when the sample size was small. Based

on this insight, and the fact that we found from our earlier robustness experiments

that the simple bivariate VAR proved to be sufficient for applying this procedure,

we feel simple VARs not only can be sufficient, but may yield more stable results in

small data series.

The second result in our subsample experiments centers on whether the so called,

“great moderation,” changed the nature of the business cycle.23 The idea for the great

moderation is that beginning sometime in the early 1980s, the conduct of monetary

23Of course the current recession may make economists rethink this characterization. But re-
gardless of whether this occurs, the exercise here contributes to the debate over whether the great
moderation does have different business cycle characteristics.
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policy in the U.S. seemed to result in much longer boom periods and much shallower

bust periods. So to investigate whether the correlation patterns changed during this

period, we focused the subsample to begin at a number of dates in the early 1980s

and run to the end of the sample. As one would expect from the previous paragraph,

the ten variable system showed differences in the different subsamples. However, the

results of the bivariate and four variable models showed largely the same correlation

patterns as described in Section 3. Because of our stability concerns with the large

variable forecasting equations when the time series become short, we believe the

smaller system results are more reliable for this exercise. The smaller system results

indicate that the so called great moderation period is not different in at least this

one dimension of the business cycle.

4.3 Industrial production data

As we noted in Section 2, we choose to use employment data for our analysis in part

because of its availability at a monthly frequency. It would be interesting to know if

our lead and lag results are robust for output data since output is also regarded as one

of the central data concepts for business cycle analysis. Unfortunately, there is no

output data at the sectoral level and monthly frequency to conduct this experiment.

The only output measure that comes close to these two criteria is the industrial

production series compiled by the Federal Reserve Bank which is measured at the

monthly frequency, but has a focus on non-service oriented industries like manufac-

turing. However, an alternative business cycle hypothesis that can be investigated

using the limited industrial production data is whether output leads employment.

To investigate this question, we focused on the manufacturing sector and used the

Industrial Production for Manufactured Goods and the Manufacturing Employment

series. The industrial production series are not quite as long as the employment

series, so the time interval for this experiment only runs from January 1972 to May

2008. For the forecast VAR, we followed our own advice and stuck to a bivariate

system consisting of just these two series. The results of this experiment are provided
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in Figure 8 for lead and lag calculations of two years, one and a half years, one year

and half a year. This figure shows strong leads for output at long term forecast

horizons confirming popular economic intuition.
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Figure 8: Comovement between Manufacturing Production and Manufacturing

Employment
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5 Conclusions

This paper contributes to our ability to understand sectoral comovements in two ways.

The first contribution is methodological. We show how to extend the technique in den

Haan (2000) to investigate lead and lag correlations over a range of forecast horizons.

This extension, not only provides important information about which data may lead

or lag others, but it also shows how long the lead or lag is and whether it is a short

run or long run relationship.

The second contribution is an application of this technique to sectoral employment

data for the U.S. economy. This analysis assesses which industries lead or lag others

and whether the lead is a short run or long run relationship. It was shown that,

among the ten industrial sectors followed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,

six tend to lead the other four. These six have high correlations indicating that the

structural shocks generating the data movements are mostly in common. Among the

four lagging industries, some lag by longer intervals than others and some have low

correlations with the leading industries, indicating that these industries are partially

influenced by structural shocks beyond those driving the six leading industries. These

lead and lag results showing that some industries do lead others are new and illustrate

the value of the methodology introduced here.

Although not used in this paper, these contributions may be useful for a variety

of other applications. For instance, by showing the leading and lagging variables,

the methodology may be useful in determining VAR orderings or other structural

shock identification strategies. In addition, the empirical evidence may be useful

to theoretical researchers who are introducing multisectoral structures into business

cycle models.
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